
The Eschaton:       Resurrection of the Body (to clear N.O. Brown) 

 

Now consciousness as that other no data distraction. 

No healing medicine man Shaw-man son above trauma down.  

No bull roaring to the rescue; to open a wound no 

longer there birth is not asleep & a forgetting. 

No recollection but all the while going forth 

returning (viz the last place of Jerusalem) no where 

Tro-phonian labour only the movement matters stirs itself 

the initiating form. The conventional location:     Earth.  

No machination, machine-metal need now no murder Cain able 

to brook all Adam s horizontalism a case of mistaken identity:  

a maze, a labyrinth come through, like a sock pulled through 

we thought we could put it on we could the metallurgists dream:  

3 astro-nauts burned up: projects Mercury, Apollo, Gemini. 

Like Panora's box good & evil (Equivocal worlds) 

or like:     Hell is, a very curious formal designation. 

Who goes there? H & other tricksters. Back & forth. 

No necessary angel. We opened our veins solely to know. 

On this side of ANW, was it, their pity, such an error. 

Yes, always. Thus March. & every other Felix Culpa. He 

came to take away the Remembrance, of sin. That is all.  

The fermenting Corn at Eleusis, sclerosis of the Promethean 

liver. Sublimity, mystery, alchemy. 

No heroes dying to be reborn. Born dead. To that, 

gravity. He reconciled to it. You re here, the eternal life. 

Pants down, Earthlings. Emaculate conception. No 

Oedipus, no Sphinx, no Freud, no original sin or sickle. 



Those bright guys (Quetzalcoatl, et al.) are out of business,  

& I'll bet they're glad, to get off the hook. They've been 

carrying us long enough. Living out that cosmic error: 

hands, wands, swords whatever instrumentation, 

as atomic power is, the last act of smiths. 

We are the instruments now, oh Lucy Melos. No machines of a y 

kind. All turned serpent inside out, shedding backwards  

9 times. The labyrinthine thread, Ariadne (see Graves) to 

find your way. No Tao, Tys, Zeus . . . . . 

WHERE THE SICKLE WAS LEFT THERE BE GRASS BURNING 

This will be the third possible 

(3)     coherence:       Animal Angel Radical 

mc2 =hf     /     Aquarius-Uranus-ecstasy-as effective 

(Everybody shall have all of the money; what is consumed) 

Feed back (supra McLuhan):     the whole public domain:      you become 

what you behold.     El-ectrification accomplished:     fire-water for 

all. You are redeemed & initial as having been you. America 

is now visionary. Pay attention to all organized things, e.g. 

John Weiners. 

Or, like, can you remember, before the fusion when the 

welding took place, when you were forged, phylogenetically,  

run out. ACID burns through, down to, reduces, as corrosive method. 

Such remembrance cuts through does not renew ancestral voices 

prophesying war; before war, was peace, was animal angel peace, 

organic novelty, God, walking with man in paradise apple orchard 

ocean island continent- in the sense that they did observe a cosmic 

position and attitude which no longer is a condition of deviation 

for present man: hence, present form must extend from present content. 



Or, further, that, crucially, the whole thing now becomes 

the furnace of affliction, we can press people, to the point 

that, the original gift of heat from those titanic figures 

(or like Nephilim?) is no longer the spoils of War (to build 

heaven in hell s respite: i.e., sublimation-  the thing driving 

the whole thing is now busted). 

 

Therefore, no messenger, guardian, go-between shaman, magician, 

priest, doctor, analyst, after the fact (of  knife, of cas- 

tration complex, etc.).     You are the between, the middle voice 

of it all, the present presence, during the peace.     During is a verb.  

You are already twice-born as having been born into this Aryan angel age. 

Society is no longer a 2nd womb which to be reborn by some 

rebirth strategy.     It itself is transformative.    To enter into that 

is an initiative immediately-  a processing by best Whitehead definition. 

A true psychic processional: if you can acquire proper attention, 

I mean, dig, be aware of such phi-unit order. No intermediary 

links: it is all in the middle, the hermetic middle voice of the 

animate creation. No Reilley no Cocktail Party, no El-iot, no totem 

master, no mush. SEA-Change, the primes of which are the going on. 

The door has been removed, hinges & all. There never was an opening 

that way. Either the whole thing is the passage or no. It ain't 

made until everybody makes it. That the Last judgement.   Together. 

(quote Blake: They conversed in visionary forms dramatic . . . . .). 

All atl atl watl water flow el-ectric flow. Water the 

best conductor, like Hermes orachalcum wand, the body is itself 

90 some per cent H20, the Electron flow of events in this electro  

magnetic epoch. No temenos. It is all the incorporation. No threats, 



no treats. Tropology is truth. Tree-duro:    to be made permanent. 

"Who dwell by the edge of the sea" 

 

 

Just to discover your own animal/angel 

you, tutelary spirit you literal like cave animaux 

or the Bible says to be you the real you 

is to be angel, you Aquarius Angel / Uranos & 

Gaia 

together in a happy population under the 

sun: no secret sex death darkness, taboo. 

That is not man's nature, though it ishu man nature: Tiger, Tiger. 

(Then God said, my spirit shall not 
shield (abide in) man for ever, since he is but flesh: 
 
let the time allowed him to be number 12,000 years.) 

Lion    &    Lamb 

Christ, first risen of the dead. 

Now the two come together: 

No Father but . . . . Heaven 

8                 Christ, the middle voice 

T = cross 

No Mother but . . .    Earth 

 


